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Annex A: Adolescent Development

Introduction

Adolescence is one of the most dramatic stages of development. With puberty comes bodily changes (such as spurts in growth and development of the sexual organs) as well as changes in the neurobiological system, focused on emotions and social interaction. These latter changes can have a number of impacts, such as heightened sensitivity to emotional cues (such as rewards and threats) in comparison to older and younger age ranges. Alongside this, the neural systems that underlie the complex cognitive abilities involved in control and regulation develop very differently, maturing gradually over the course of adolescence into young adulthood. This accounts for the gradual gains in the skills comprising ‘executive functioning’: the control and co-ordination of thoughts and behaviours (Anderson et al, 2001; Blakemore and Choudhury, 2006). Skills in this repertoire include working memory (the ability to hold information in mind and apply it to current tasks), impulse control, selective attention and planning ahead.

Transitions

Adolescence shares common characteristics with other periods of transition. These include:

- Anticipation of the future;
- A sense of loss or regret for the stage that has been lost;
- A sense of anxiety about what is unknown (worrying about the future);
- A major psychological adjustment due to multiple domain changes – relationships, education, employment and home; and
- A degree of status ambiguity during the transition period – for example, with neither the adult world nor the individual being sure whether he/she should be treated as a child or an adult (Coleman, 2014a).

The changes experienced during adolescence include:

- **Physical change**: puberty including sexual maturation, growth and hormonal changes; brain development; alterations in sleeping patterns;
- **Psychological change**: development of new intellectual skills; the psychological and emotional impact of puberty; identity change and development – a changing sense of self; and
- **Social change**: friends appear to become more important; the establishment of a wider network; some individuals become more open to peer influence; the growing influence of the digital world with associated risks and opportunities.
Moving successfully from childhood to adulthood therefore involves a number of key developmental tasks:

- **Physical (and sexual) maturity**: including brain and physical development as well as puberty;
- **Emotional maturity**: the ability to recognise and manage the different states of one’s own mind;
- **Cognitive maturity**: thinking in a range of ways, including theorising (and seeing ideas as things that exist separately from oneself), holding ethical and moral stances, and practical problem solving;
- **Individuation and Identity**: developing a clear sense of self – incorporating gender, sexuality, ethnicity and usually involving the development of degrees of independence from family (strongly influenced by family, community and cultural and religious factors); and
- **Social maturity**: achieving the capacity to manage a range of different types of social relationships and roles such as work, intimate partnerships and parenthood (Coleman, 2014a).

**The importance of relationships in adolescence**

As noted above, adolescence is a time of changing social relationships. Peers become increasingly important as friends, intimate partners and prominent social groups in which one’s identity and status are constructed and worked out. It is therefore critical that children and young people’s social contexts are considered when planning work around child sexual exploitation – see Firmin’s (2015) contextual safeguarding model for further information (available from [www.beds.ac.uk/ic](http://www.beds.ac.uk/ic)).

Risk in adolescence and the salience of the peer group interact. For example, adolescents are more likely to engage in behaviours that are perceived as risky when they are observed by or interacting with peers, in a way that is not true for adults (Gardner and Steinberg, 2005). However, young people may also be particularly receptive to support and positive guidance from their peer group; it makes sense therefore that relationships are noted as both a risk factor and a protective factor in public health discourse, amongst other literature. The online world, too, can enhance peer influence in both directions, with moderated peer-to-peer youth forums a good example of how the strength of peer influence can be positively harnessed (Webb et al, 2008). Care must be taken to ensure that those working with adolescents facing risk do not overlook the impact of peers.

Intimate or romantic relationships are a normative part of adolescence, their significance developing in line with sexual interest and peer relationships more generally. Early adolescents are more likely to have idealised notions of romance (Smetana et al, 2006). Perpetrators of child sexual exploitation can be acutely attuned to these developmental tendencies, which they may manipulate in order to execute abuse (Hanson and Holmes,
By late adolescence, romantic attachments (when they are present) can offer a central source of support (Smetana et al, 2006). However, they can also be a source of harm, with significant levels of intimate partner violence observed in some such relationships (Barter et al 2009).

Key risks in adolescence

From a global perspective, the UK can be seen as a relatively safe place for many children to grow up. However, a high proportion of adolescents still face one or more serious risks. Potential risks faced by adolescents, presented with illustrative examples, include:

- **Sexual abuse**: child sexual exploitation by individuals and by gangs or groups (peers or adults; online or offline); other forms of sexual abuse and duress/coercion to sexually abuse others;
- **Physical abuse**: family violence; gang related and community violence; violence within intimate relationships;
- **Neglect**: neglect from family members including rejection and abandonment, parental mental health or substance abuse that disrupt parenting capacity and/or impose inappropriate caring responsibilities on the part of the young person; overly restrictive parenting; neglect in custody;
- **Emotional abuse**: within the family; extensive bullying by peers (in person and/or online); living with domestic abuse between parents; emotional abuse within intimate relationships; and
- **Other potential risks**: homelessness and running away; mental health problems (including depression, anxiety, self-harm, suicide attempts and eating disorders); gang involvement; substance misuse (Hanson and Holmes, 2014).

A significant minority of young people experience multiple risks, which can make it more difficult to identify causal and resultant risks in order to develop an appropriate service response. The research shows that exposure to multiple forms of victimisation – termed ‘poly-victimisation’ – significantly increases young people’s vulnerability to negative outcomes (Finkelhor et al, 2011).

Risk and adolescent development

Adolescence is recognised as a period of vulnerability to what is described as ‘risk-taking’ behaviours (Van Leijenhorst et al, 2010). These behaviours might involve ‘riskily’ seeking rewards (for example, the use of illegal recreational drugs) as well as impulsively responding to threats (for example, responding to a verbal slur with physical violence).

The ‘risk-based’ terminology used to describe these behaviours presents challenges around conceptualisation and blame. For example, ‘risk-taking’ can be interpreted as meaning that young people are making unconstrained lifestyle choices when, in fact,
these ‘choices’ and behaviours are underpinned by complex interacting developmental, social and psychological drivers. As explored in section 5 of the guidance, it is important to avoid interpreting ‘risky behaviours’ in cases of child sexual exploitation (continued contact with the abuser, for example) as freely made choices. Such an interpretation can affect young people’s capacity to ask for help, can lead to professional and societal victim-blaming and can leave young people highly vulnerable. It is more useful and accurate to recognise these ‘risky’ behaviours as part of the complex power dynamic associated with child sexual exploitation; as survival strategies; as adaptations to previous harm or trauma; and/or as the means by which a young person seeks to meet unmet needs:

“Sometimes people’s been through that [abusive background] and they just put on a brave face like nothing’s happened but really deep inside they’re hurting and they don’t know what to do. People that’s been through so much like that, you can’t blame them for turning to drink or drugs because it’s the only thing; it’s givin them’ins like a big buzz and it’s takin away their problems. But then you get up and then it’s happenin again, so you take more” (Beckett 2011)

It is also critical to remember that a child/young person’s vulnerability or behaviours are not the reason child sexual exploitation occurs. As Beckett (2011:4) observes “it is the interplay of these and other factors - together with exposure to someone who would take advantage of these vulnerabilities and inadequate protective structures to mediate against this risk - that culminate in a young person being abused through sexual exploitation”. These complex inter-connected conditions must be addressed in any response to child sexual exploitation. Pearce’s (2014) social model of consent offers a useful tool for considering how these contextual factors impact upon a young person’s capacity to give consent (available from www.beds.ac.uk/ic).

Responses to risk in adolescence

When resources are strained, those working with adolescents can sometimes feel there is a de-prioritisation of adolescents’ needs in favour of those of younger children (Gorin and Jobe, 2013). It may be wrongly assumed that adolescents, because of their age, are more resilient than younger children or that their choices are always freely made and informed. The level of agency adolescents have in relation to risk makes adolescents ‘imperfect victims’ (Rees and Stein 1999) and makes addressing those risks a complex task. This may be made more challenging by working within a child protection system that is designed primarily to meet the needs of younger children maltreated within the family (Pearce; Hanson and Holmes, 2014; Hanson, 2016).

Local authority spending to protect adolescents from serious risk is often geared towards solutions that involve the care system, with a high proportion of children’s services spending being committed to care placements, the most expensive often being those for adolescents (Dept for Education 2014). While many placements are effective at reducing
risk, some looked after children are also disproportionately vulnerable to serious risks, including sexual exploitation, violence and running away (Department for Education, 2013; Beckett 2014).

This growing sense that the child protection system is not well-designed to protect adolescents is accompanied by increasing knowledge and understanding about adolescent development. This evidence converges with key policy drivers, such as foregrounding the young person’s perspective (for example, Munro, 2011), innovating within social care to better meet the needs of adolescents (Department for Education, 2014; Hanson and Holmes, 2014) and working preventatively in order to support well-being (The Care Inquiry, 2013; Hagell et al, 2015).

An effective response to child sexual exploitation requires consideration of more than physical safety. In the context of work with looked after children, Shuker (2013; available from www.beds.ac.uk/ic) argues that physical, relational and psychological safety are all vital for safeguarding the welfare of young people affected by child sexual exploitation. A child-centred approach is needed to recognise which type of security is the first priority for services to work towards for the individual child. For some young people, a stable trusting relationship will be a necessary precondition for attempting to achieve physical safety by disrupting a relationship with a perpetrator. For others in immediate danger, physical safety will be the foundation for work to achieve psychological and then relational security. Crucially, where physical safety is achieved at the expense of relational and psychological security, interventions will only ever be short-term solutions that deliver ‘enforced compliance rather than meaningful change’ (Beckett 2011) and may ultimately hinder exit from exploitative situations or relationships (Shuker 2013).

Both young people and professionals across a range of studies have indicated that dealing with child sexual exploitation (through approaches such as secure residential units) without providing support to address the interconnected conditions for abuse will be unlikely to provide any long-term change – and, in the short term, could exacerbate their problems leading to increased disengagement from services and increased risk (Beckett, 2011; Hallett 2013; Shuker, 2013b).

When working with young people affected by child sexual exploitation it is important to acknowledge that their involvement in what we perceive to be ‘risky behaviours’ can be their attempt to exert some control and power in circumstances in which they have very little of either (Coy, 2009; Melrose, 2010; Beckett, 2011; Phoenix, 2012; Beckett et al., 2013; Dodsworth, 2014). Young people may continue to engage in what we perceive to be ‘risky behaviours’ – or, more accurately in the case of child sexual exploitation, continue to be entrapped in risky circumstances and faced with severely constrained choices – while they are accessing support. There is a growing realisation that ‘protection’ cannot necessarily mean ‘rescue’ in all cases of child sexual exploitation, and with this comes a clear understanding that respecting young people’s voices is part of building their resilience. A parallel is drawn with changing approaches to domestic violence, a point that has been acknowledged by others (O’Neill, 2001). These
approaches now acknowledge that simply ‘rescuing’ victims of domestic abuse from an abusive relationship is unlikely to end the relationship, nor is it likely to encourage help-seeking recovery behaviours:

“just as services and practitioners working with those experiencing domestic abuse now recognise the complexities of this issue, we would do well to understand that CSE is not a simple case of rescue, abstinence or of victim blaming when a young person doesn’t willingly leave an exploitative relationship” (Hickle and Hallett 2016: 308)

Recognising this, Hickle and Hallett (2016) explore the potential learning that can be gleaned from a harm reduction approach, as frequently used in the field of substance misuse. A harm reduction approach contends that asking young people to commit to abstinence ‘before they have the requisite life skills or psychological ability to successfully maintain their drug-free status’ undermines their ability to sustain change (Stevens et al, 2007). This, and other tenets of a harm reduction approach, closely align with the principles that have underpinned many longstanding responses to child sexual exploitation within the third sector, although the terminology of ‘harm reduction’ has rarely applied within this field (See for example: Pearce 2002; Melrose and Barratt, 2004; Scott and Skidmore, 2006; Clutton and Coles, 2007; Pearce, 2009; Beckett 2011). Hickle and Hallett (2016) consider the potential contribution, and challenges, of a more explicit adoption of a harm reduction approach within the field of child sexual exploitation in their paper that is available at: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/chso.12145/full
Annex B - Guide to Disruption Orders and Legislation

This annex sets out examples of the range of disruption measures, civil powers and criminal offences which may be used by practitioners as part of a strategy to tackle child sexual exploitation. This is not an exhaustive list and practitioners should consider the full range of powers available to them when developing effective disruption strategies. Government work on a more comprehensive toolkit of disruption measures is also being developed and will be made available to practitioners.

Disruption Measures

Child sexual exploitation may be associated with other crimes, or perpetrators may be involved in other criminal activity. In these instances there are a number of civil measures that can be used to disrupt the activities of individuals also involved with child sexual exploitation, alongside criminal and civil processes that directly address sexual offending and other child protection procedures.

The range of formal and informal disruption measures that may be used to help tackle child sexual exploitation include:

- Obtaining orders on an identified individual (see below);
- Investigation of other crime types such as drugs or theft;
- Increased police attention on an individual (checking car tax, road worthiness of car etc);
- Increased police presence in suspected hotspots (online or offline);
- Working with internet providers to address online risks; and
- Use of licensing laws and powers to obtain guest information or close down premises associated with child sexual exploitation.¹

Where applicable, an effective disruption strategy may use a range of these methods in conjunction with one another to address individual perpetrator behaviour, protect victims and address wider contexts of concern. In developing an effective disruption strategy, local partners including the police and local authorities should work together to consider the full range of powers available. Though not the focus of this guide, an effective disruption strategy will also involve work with children and young people to address the issues contributing to their vulnerability and to provide them with alternative options.

¹ The 2014 Antisocial Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act gives the police or local authority power to close down premises where they have reasonable grounds to believe it is being, or likely to be used, for child sex offences and its closure is necessary to prevent this. Under the same Act, police can require an establishment to provide guest information if they believe the premise has been or will be used for child sexual exploitation or connected activities.
Civil Orders and other means of controlling individual behaviour

Child Abduction Warning Notices (CAWNs), formerly known as Harbourers’ Warnings. These can be issued by the police and used with individuals over 18 to let them know (and record that they have been told) that they are not allowed to associate or contact with a named child (under 16, or under 18 if in care). CAWNs have no statutory basis in and of themselves, but are very useful in providing evidence to support the prosecution of other offences by, for example, registering that a suspect knew the child was 15, thereby taking away the age defence in criminal cases.

Sexual Harm Prevention Orders (SHPOs) can be applied for by the police or the National Crime Agency. They can be used to impose restrictions on an individual who has been convicted or cautioned of a sexual or violent offence, where there is reasonable cause to believe that the imposition of such an order is necessary to protect an individual or the wider public from harm. Restrictions can include things like limiting their internet use, preventing them from approaching or being alone with a named child and prohibiting foreign travel. Breach of the order, without reasonable excuse, is an offence punishable by a fine and/or imprisonment.

Sexual Risk Orders (SROs) can also be applied for by the police or the National Crime Agency. These are similar to Sexual Harm Prevention Orders, and can include similar restrictions, but do not require an individual to have been convicted or cautioned. SROs can be issued when an individual has carried out an act of a sexual nature and there is reasonable cause to believe that such an order is necessary to protect an individual or the wider public from harm. As with SHPOs, breach of the order is an offence punishable by a fine and/or imprisonment.

Both SHPOs and SROs may be used with children under 18, but recent Home Office guidance on Part 2 of the Sexual Offences Act 2003 states that the following principles should apply when considering this:

- The early consultation and participation of the youth offending team in the application process;
- That 14 to 17 year olds made subject to civil injunctions in relation to harmful sexual behaviour are offered appropriate interventions to reduce their harmful behaviour;

---

2 SHPOs and SROs replace the previous Sexual Offences Prevention Orders (SOPO), Risk of Sexual Harm Orders (RSHO) and Foreign Travel Orders.

3 ‘Acts of a sexual nature’ are not defined in legislation, and therefore will depend to a significant degree on the individual circumstances of the behaviour and its context. Home Office 2015 Guidance on Part 2 of the SOA provides examples including engaging in sexual activity, watching sexual activity or images, sexual communication with a child and acts suggestive of grooming. See guidance for further detail.
- That the nature and extent of that support is based on a structured assessment that takes into account the needs of the young person and the imminent risk;
- That the welfare of the child or young person is the paramount consideration, in line with local safeguarding procedures;
- That the requirements of all other orders and sentences that may already be in existence are taken into account to ensure that any requirements made by these orders do not restrict a young person’s ability to complete other current orders or sentences, and the combined burden of requirements is taken into account to ensure the young person has the capacity to comply (Home Office, 2015).

Where there are concerns that a child has been trafficked as part of the child sexual exploitation (this can include movement from one area to another within England), **Slavery and Trafficking Prevention Orders (STPOs) and Slavery and Trafficking Risk Orders (STROs)** can also be considered. STPOs and STROs can be applied for by the police, the National Crime Agency or an immigration officer. These were introduced under the Modern Slavery Act (2015) and, like the SHPOs and SROs outlined above, offer a means of placing restrictions on an individual’s movements and actions. A STPO can only be made against an individual who has been convicted of a slavery or human trafficking offence, while a STRO can be made against an individual who has acted in a way which means that there is a risk that they will commit a slavery or human trafficking offence. Both require reasonable belief that the individual may commit a modern slavery offence in the future and that application of the order is necessary to protect an individual or the wider public from harm.

The **National Referral Mechanism (NRM)** is also an important mechanism in disrupting and identifying perpetrators of Human Trafficking and Modern Slavery. The NRM is a framework for identifying and safeguarding victims of human trafficking or modern slavery. The NRM applies to victims of both domestic and international trafficking and is designed to facilitate relevant multiagency involvement in trafficking and modern slavery cases, ensuring that the victim receives safe accommodation, appropriate protection, support and advice. Referrals to the NRM contribute to building evidence about trafficking and modern slavery, providing a national picture and informing policy decisions and practice actions in this area.

**Criminal Behaviour Orders** are available following a conviction for any criminal offence in the Crown Court, Magistrates’ court or youth court. They can impose restrictions on an offender who has engaged in behaviour that had caused, or was likely to cause, harassment, alarm or distress to any person if making the order will help prevent them from engaging in such behaviour. If the offender is under the age of 18 when the application is made, the prosecution must ascertain the views of the local youth offending team before applying for a criminal behaviour order.

**Notification Orders** are intended to protect the public from the risks posed by sex offenders in the UK who have been convicted or cautioned for sexual offences which have been committed overseas. A Notification Order makes the offender subject to
notification requirements in the same way as if they had been convicted in the UK for a sexual or violent offence.

**Non-Molestation Orders** are civil injunctions that can be issued to protect named children from abuse from an individual and any third party acting on the behalf of that individual. The order only applies to those individual(s) ‘associated’ with the child. It is an offence if the order is breached.

**Exclusion Orders** can be sought upon the application for an Interim Care Order or Emergency Protection Order. The order can be taken where there is reasonable cause to believe that if an individual is excluded from a dwelling, house or defined area in which the child lives, the child will cease to suffer, or cease to be likely to suffer, significant harm. The order cannot cover an unlimited area.

A **Wardship** is a civil injunction which can be used to prevent an ‘undesirable association’ between a child and an individual(s). A local authority can make a Wardship application to the High Court to make a named child a ward of court and to seek an injunction against a named individual(s) to prevent that person from making any contact with the child. An injunction can be used where there is reasonable cause to believe that the child is likely to suffer significant harm without the court’s intervention. An example of the use of a Wardship to disrupt child sexual exploitation is the case of *BCC v Riaz et al [2014] EWHC 4247 (Fam)*. In this case, Birmingham local authority took civil action in this way to protect girls under the age of 18 from being approached by men with whom they were not personally associated.

**Criminal Offences**

The main set of offences used in criminal prosecutions of child sexual exploitation is contained within the **Sexual Offences Act (SOA) 2003**. These offences are categorised according to the age of the victim (under 13s, under 16s and under 18s) as outlined below.

**Under 13s**

Articles 5 to 8 of the SOA 2003 cover offences against children who are 12 years of age or younger. These include two offences of penetration, a wider offence of sexual assault and one of causing or inciting a child to engage in sexual activity:

- rape of a child under 13 (intentional penetration of vagina, anus or mouth by a penis);
- (sexual) assault of a child under 13 by penetration (intentional penetration of vagina or anus by something other than a penis, such as a finger or an object);
- sexual assault of a child under 13 (intentional sexual touching); and
- causing or inciting a child under 13 to engage in sexual activity.
Penalties for these offences are higher than those for offences against children aged 13 or above and defendants cannot utilise the defence of believing the child was of an older age (which they can for offences of children under 16 as explored below).

**Under 16s**

Articles 9 to 12 of the SOA 2003 cover adults sexually offending against children under the age of 16 years within England or Wales. This includes:

- Sexual activity with a child under 16 (intentional sexual touching);
- Causing or inciting a child under 16 to engage in sexual activity;
- Engaging in sexual activity in the presence of a child (for the purposes of sexual gratification); and
- Causing a child to watch a sexual act (watching someone else/viewing images).

These activities are also an offence if perpetrated by another child or young person (under 18), but in these circumstances they would be prosecuted under Article 13, and as such attract lower penalties.

Articles 14 and 15 of the SOA cover the commission of sexual offences against a child under 16 years of age outside of England and Wales:

- Article 14 criminalises an individual (of any age) arranging or facilitating the commission of any of the four offences outlined in the bullet points above, anywhere in the world (Article 14); and
- Article 15 makes it an offence for an adult to meet (or travel with the intention of meeting) a child under 16, anywhere in the world, if they have met or communicated with that child on at least two occasions and intend to commit one of the sexual offences above.

In 2015 a new offence of sexual communication with a child was introduced, under the Serious Crime Act, to strengthen the powers of the authorities to prosecute cases of grooming (without having to wait until the point of travel, as per the requirements of Article 15 of the SOA outlined above). Like Article 15 of the SOA, this only applies to adult perpetrators, and victims under 16 years of age, but it does criminalise the act of sexual communication (defined as being sexual or encouraging a sexual response, and for the purposes of sexual gratification).

**Under 18s**

Although the legal age of consent for sexual activity is 16, the SOA recognises the continued vulnerability of 16- and 17-year-olds in particular circumstances. These include:
Abuse of a position of trust (e.g. sexual offences by an adult teacher or social worker – the offences covered are the same as those outlined in the bulleted list above (Articles 9 to 12), but extended to cover 16/17 year olds in these circumstances);

Familial child sex offences (engaging in sexual activity with a child in the family or inciting them to engage in sexual activity);

Indecent photographs of a child aged 16/17 (includes making, distributing, intent to distribute and possessing indecent photographs); and

Sexual exploitation of children (see commentary below).

**Offences of sexual exploitation**

The SOA was amended by the Serious Crime Act 2015 to remove references to ‘child prostitution’ and ‘child pornography’ and replace them with ‘sexual exploitation of a child’. The changes were made to the following offences:

- Section 48: causing or inciting child prostitution or pornography;
- Section 49: controlling a child prostitute or a child involved in pornography; and
- Section 50: arranging or facilitating child prostitution or pornography.

The changes were made to the terminology of the offences in order to clearly reflect that children involved in such activities were victims of abuse. This did not however, change the behaviours to which these offences apply, which remain the recording of an indecent image of a person or the offer or provision of sexual services to another person in return for payment or a promise of payment. The SOA offences do not capture all offences that would fall under the new policy definition of child sexual exploitation in that:

- the exchange is limited to ‘financial advantage’, whereas the policy definition includes a broader list of things the victim/offender could receive; and
- the offence relating to the recording of an indecent image of a child does not require an exchange; this is outside of the policy definition of child sexual exploitation but would fall under the definition of child sexual abuse more generally.

In recognition of these differences the Government has made it mandatory from April 2016 for police forces to flag all police recorded offences that meet the policy definition of child sexual exploitation. This will include those that fall under the offences of child sexual exploitation but also those falling under other sexual offences that being perpetrated within the context of child sexual exploitation.

**Indecent Images of Children**

The Protection of Children Act 1978 provides for an offence of taking, making, distributing and sharing an indecent photograph or pseudo photograph of a child under 18 years of age. The Criminal Justice Act 1998 covers the possession of such images. All offences
include photographs (including moving images) and also images made, for example, on a computer but which look like real photographs.

**Human Trafficking (no age restriction)**

A sometimes overlooked avenue of criminal prosecutions is that of human trafficking⁴ which can be used where a child or young person (including those aged 18 or over) has been trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation. Under this legislation, it is an offence to arrange or facilitate the travel of another person with a view to their being exploited, whether or not the victim consents to the travel.⁵ This covers entering, departing or travelling within any country and as such can be used in cases when a child is moved from one city to another within the UK, for example.

**Management and Monitoring of Offenders**

Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA) are designed to protect the public from serious harm by accessing and managing the risk posed by sexual and violent offenders. The system requires a multiagency partnership to work together, share information and combine resources in order to maximise the risk management of individual offenders. More information about the MAPPA framework can be found at: [https://mappa.justice.gov.uk/connect.ti/MAPPA/view?objectId=271411](https://mappa.justice.gov.uk/connect.ti/MAPPA/view?objectId=271411).

The multiagency tool ViSOR has been developed to assist in the effective management of offenders. It provides a central store for up-to-date information about offenders that can be accessed and updated by the three Responsible Authority agencies – the police, the Prison Service (both public and the contracted-out estate) and Probation Trusts. The tool enables the prompt sharing of risk assessment and risk management information on individual offenders who are deemed to pose a risk of serious harm to the public.

---

⁴ In an attempt to simplify and condense human trafficking offences, The Modern Slavery Act 2015 introduced one offence of human trafficking covering sexual and non-sexual exploitation. Trafficking Offences contained in the Sexual Offences Act 2003 and The Protection of Freedoms Act 2012 have now been repealed and replaced by the offence of Human Trafficking.

⁵ Arranging and facilitating includes recruiting, transporting, transferring, harbouring, receiving or exchanging control of that person.
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